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In his introduction to the first book of Lucan, Getty comments .that 'it 
is exceedingly dangerous to ask who the "hero" of any ancient epic is'. 1 

He argues that Aristotle was right in stating that epic unity requires not a 
single hero, but a single theme. 2 Getty also maintains that 'there can be no 
question of a hero amid any of the great characters depicted in the De Bello 
Civili, either in the sense in which Aeneas is the hero of the Aeneid, or still 
less in the modern meaning of the word'. 3 Scholars have put forward their 
own candidates- Caesar, Pompey, Cato, the Roman people, the Senate 
or even 'Libertas'.4 

The same applies to the Thebaid of Statius. Getty reminds us that 'those 
who have persisted in trying to find heroes for Latin epics in the annalistic 
tr.adition have failed to pay due attention to Statius's testimony against 
the theory that an epic should display a unity of hero'. 5 Statius himself 
admits that he is unable to choose, as so many heroes claim his attention. 6 

Gossage comments that 'as a dramatic poem the Thebaid suffers to some 
extent by having no central hero. Its whole conception, however , is far 
different from that of the lliad or Odyssey and the nature of the ·theme 
makes it impossible for any of the characters to be cast as its hero'. 7 

On the other hand Getty contends tnat 'the case of the Argonautica 
of Valerius Flaccus is different, for in its theme epic unity is attainable. 
Valerius, who is nearer is most respects to the Vergilian model, follows his 
master also in composing a poem which revolves around one purpose of its 
principal character i.e. the quest of the Golden Fleece by Jason' .8 But even 
so, as Gilbert Lawall points out, Apollonius' Jason is an anti-hero. 'He lives 
in a harsh .world where conventional virtue is irrelevant and inadequate: his 
success springs from a ruthless opportunism.' 9 

In view of what has been said about Lucan and Statius, it is hardly 
surprising that critics are very divided on the question of the hero of the 
Punica. Pichon,I0 Rostagni, 11 Klotz, 12 Owen 13 and Bolaffi.14 believe that 
the epic of Silius has no hero at all. Mendell comments: 'Silius does lack 
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a hero, for the only hero that fought through the Carthaginian war was 
unfortunately on the wrong side.' 15 Sechi 16 argues in favour of Fabius and 
is supported by ButlerP Brandstiiter18 divides the role of hero between 
Hannibal and Scipio. MacL Currie agrees: 'in the "Punica", A6ycp ~ev 
Scipio is the hero, E:pycp M Hannibal.' 19 Wallace believes that Silius made 
Hannibal the central character but 'the hero of the poem· is Hannibal's 
antithesis, the glory of Rome, ultimately personifiedinScipio Africanus' .20 

Von Albrecht avers that the Punica is not centred around one single hero. 
'The theme is rather the battle between two great nations in which .the 
actual hero is Rome.' 21 He believes that Silius is following in the footsteps 
of Ennius and Naevius in this respect. Throughout his book von Albrecht 
lays great stress on the concept of 'Romana fides' .22 Bassett tells us that 
Scipio is the hero of the poem, albeit 'a kind of symbolical Scipio whom 
Silius was constantly thinking of as the successor of Hercules'.23 He is 
strongly supported by Kissel24 who says that the action of the epic is 
directed at the person of Scipio as the real hero, whose character and 
personality triumph over the enemy as well as 'volup'tas' . 

My contention will be that Hannibal, in spite of his faults, is the only 
figure in the poem who has any real life and that he qualifies for the role 
of hero. He plays an important part in sixteen of the seventeen books of 
the Punica. The one exception is Book 14, which is devoted exclusively 
to events in Sicily in which Hannibal took no part. Campbell, who has 
written the article on Silius in the Oxford Classical Dictionary, supports 
this view. 'Scipio fails as hero and Hannibal comes nearer the part.' 25 Even 
Kissel, who is highly critical of Hannibal,26 must concede that Hannibal 
functions as the unifying, central character in the epic. 27 Duff, the Loeb 
translator of Silius, believes that 'Hannibal is the true hero of the story, 
though Silius evidently intended to cast Scipio for that part'.28 Hannibal's 
most eloquent advocate is Vessey, who has contributed the chapter on 
Flavian epic in The Cambridge History of Classical Literature. Vessey 
writes: 'it has sometimes been remarked that the Punica is an epic without 
a hero. It is in fact Hannibal ... that dominates and controls the narrative 
. . . Hannibal is a hero defeated by Fate, by the fact of his Punic origin 
as much as by his own innate depravity. It may not have been Silius' 
intention, but his portrait of Hannibal· has a tragic nobility ... The younger 
Scipio in the Punica is elevated to a semi-divine status . . . yet Scipio, 
when measured against Hannibal, pales into the moral wanness of Stoic 
impeccability. The villain of the Punica is its fulcrum . . . Of all the 
characters that throng the Punica, Hannibal alone has a semblance of life, is 
more than a puppet. Silius' laudation of Roman majesty, of Roman 'fides', 
'pietas' and 'virtus' could not wholly expunge the. glory of its mightiest 

.foe, however 'perfidus', 'impius' and 'saevus': or totally erase his greatness 
from record. Lucan had faced a similar problem with Caesar. In both the 
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Bellum civile and the Punica, the axial polarization of good and evil, virtue 
and vice, painstakingly affirmed, has failed to persuade because the poets 
protested too much, too often and too stridently: perilous is the path of 
those who mythicize in verse the documents of history.' 29 

I now turn to Silius' portrayal of Hannibal. Reference has already been 
made to his dominant role in the Punica. While Roman generals come 
and go (Regulus in Book 6, Fabius in Book 7, Paulus in Books 9 and 10, 
Marcellus in Books 12 and 14, Scipio in Books 13, 16 and 17), Hannibal 
remains at the centre of the stage. 

Book 1 It is significant that Hannibal is introduced to readers of the 
Punica as 'belliger' (1.38). The important role of Juno is stressed from the 
outset. She inspires Hannibal to martial prowess (1.55). Silius proceeds to 
give the following most vivid character-sketch of Hannibal: 

ingenio motus avidus fideique sinister 
is fuit, exsuperans astu, sed devius aequi. 
armato nullus divum pudor; improba virtus 
et pacis despectus honos; penitusque medullis 
sanguinis humani fl.agrat sitis. 

(1.56-60) 
Silius uses two very emotive words to explain Hannibal's hatred of the 

Romans. It was the. 'furor' of Hamilcar which kindled 'rabies' in his son 
(1.7Q-71). Hannibal is made to swear that when he comes of age, he will 
pursue the Romans with fire and sword and enact again the doom of Troy 
(1.114 ff) . A further brief character-sketch which mentions his fiery spirit 
and his heart equipped with guile (1.185-188) is followed by a more detailed 
portrait. Silius has been influenced by Livy's portrayal of Hannibal (21.4.3-
10). His positive military qualities are now stressed, in particular his ability 
to endure hardship. But it ends on a sour note, as one might expect. 
Hannibal is a treaty-breaker ('rumpere foedera certus' 1.268). Kissel30 has 
analysed these two character-sketches in .detail. He makes much of the 
fact that while Livy has given a composite picture of Hannibal's character, 
attempting to balance vices against virtues, Silius does nothing ofthe sort . 
From the outset he stresses the vices, particularly the 'improba virtus' 
(1.58), a striking oxymoron descriptive of Hannibal's reckless energy, a 
new trait not mentioned by Livy, which through its prominent position 
~d emphasis becomes the sole determining factor in Hannibal's actions. 
Kissel argues that the emotions gain the upper hand in his personality.31 

Because of his raging which takes no thought of his own safety, Hannibal 
is compared·to Mars (1.433-436). Elsewhere in Book 1, he is compared to 
the Dacian who delights to sharpen his arrows with the poison of his native 
land (324-326); when wounded, he is like a wild boar (421-425); he is also 
like a fiery meteor which terrifies kings (460-464) and he causes terror just 
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by swallowing poison. Vessey comments: 'this interpretation of events 
transcends the specific to become a cosmic truth. Silius, whatever his 
failings as a pm)t, had, like Lucan, seen that the historical epic was in 
no way inferior to the mythological as an instrument of philosophical and 
moral revelation.' 42 

Book 3 Bostar is sent by Hannibal to the shrine of Jupiter Ammon to 
inquire into the future (1-13). This reminds the reader of the famous visit 
of Alexander the Great to Siwa and raises the question of the interesting 
parallels between Alexander and Hannibal.43 Vessey points out that 'the 
Roman attitude to Alexander (as in fact, if not in theory, to Hannibal) was 
ambivalent. On the one hand there was a strong desire in both republic 
and empire to emulate and surpass him, on the other philosophical denun
ciations of him as a madman and tyrant'.44 But there is one important 
difference. Alexander died undefeated but in the end, Hannibal achieved 
nothing because of the intervention of Fate. Like Alexander, Hannibal 
was notorious for his occasional outbursts of emotion and temper. In this 
respect, Hannibal was also similar to Lucan's Caesar.45 

It is also significant that while at Gades, Hannibal visits the temple of 
Hercules-Melquart (14-44). Just as Aeneas examined the decorations at 
Cumae (Aen.6.9 ff.), so Hannibal views the representations of the Labours 
of Hercules on tb,e doors of the temple. Bassett has argued that, while 
Hannibal becomes closely connected with Hercules in Book 3 (and rivals 
him in two exploits, namely the crossing of the Pyrenees and the Alps), 
he is not worthy to be associated with Hercules.46 Vessey regards this as 
an over-simplification, arguing that 'it is not so much any moral defects 
in Hannibal's character ... that prevent his becoming a true reflection of 
Hercules as the reality that he is fighting what must be an unequal battle 
against Fate'.47 He goes on to refer to Hannibal as a Hercules 'furens', a 
counter-Hercules, just as Carthage is a counter-Rome.48 

The next episode (61-157) appears to show the 'pietas' of Hannibal to
wards his wife Imilce and their infant .son.49 He decides to send them to 
Carthage for their own safety. Although his dialogue with Imilce is digni
fied, the real reason for the move soon emerges. Hannibal sees his son as 
an heir to his eternal enmity with Rome (69 ff). The last ten lines of his 
speech (87-96) seem to reveal the doubts that are in his mind. He believes 
that his own future and that of his wife and son depend on 'Fortuna'. The 
inherent error in Hannibal's view is seen by Imilce in her reply (97-127). 
She fears the Romans less than the ambition of her husband, which knows 
no bounds. Kissel refers at this point to 'Hannibal's love of risk and his 
unrestrained insatiability. He simply cannot conduct himself in a manner 
appropriate to a given situation, much rather, and as a result of his emo
tional dependence, his action is in contradiction to the real situation'. 50 
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Hannibal tries to allay her fears in a speech which contains strong over
tones of Stoic fatalism (133-137). But the paradox remains. He emerges as 
a counter-Stoic. 'Even though Hannibal appears on the surface to accept 
that the destiny of each man is fixed and immutable, his gloria nonetheless 
obtrudes . . . The counter-Stoic is not wholly a villain; rather, he presents 
a subtle (and seductive) perversion of Stoic ideals- he is still bound by 
and to his madness and so foredoomed to failure.' 51 

A further illustration of Hannibal as the dupe of Destiny is to be found 
in the next episode where Jupiter sends Mercury to disturb Hannibal's 
sleep with a dream (163-167). The use of dreams in epic is, of course, 
a familiar motif. 52 Mercury warns Hannibal not to look back, which is 
a convenient device since it prevents Jupiter from being portrayed as an 
actual deceiver when Hannibal breaks his promise. He sees a huge, black 
serpent (189-191). The image of Hannibal as 'serpens' is similar to the 
episode in Book 6 where Regulus kills a massive serpent, a symbol of the 
cruelty of the Punic people. 53 The irony of the final lines (215-219) should 
be noted. Hannibal thanks Jupiter for sending Mercury, though it is hardly 
to his advantage. He also thinks that the dream is a happy augury when 
it is not. And he honours Mercury for bringing the warning. The dupe of 
Destiny continues to he blind to reason. 

At 420-441 Silius gives an interesting 'aition' to explain the name 
Pyrenees. 54 The nymph Pyrene was raped by Hercules on his way to Spain 
and gave birth to a serpent. The episode contains a number of features 
which apply to Hannibal in his role as a counter-Hercules. The real Her
cules repented on his way back from Spain. On his journey to Spain he 
behaved as Hercules 'furens'. 'Now the raging counter-Hercules is on his 
way from Spain to Italy. The sequence is reversed, but for Hannibal there 
can be no return. Pyrene gave birth to a 'serpens'; now the Pyrenees are 
unleashing the 'serpens' Hannibal on the truly Herculean Romans.' 55 

Silius gives a vivid description of the crossing of the Alps (500-556). The 
energy of Hannibal is well brought out, together with his ambition to reach 
the waj.ls of Rome. At one point (512-515), he orders his men to turn aside 
from the path of Hercules and to follow his own path. This is :riot the way 
of Hercules and therefore not the path to heaven. Venus asks Jupiter for 
re-assurance. Jupiter malces it clear that Hannibal will not be allowed to 
succeed (557-629). 

The final episode in Book 3 (647-714) describes the return of Bostar 
from Siwa. The army receives his message with joy, but Silius says nothing 
of Hannibal's own response. 'It is as if Hannibal, after his conquest of 
the Alps, needs no further incitement in his fury or confirmation of his 
hopes.' 56 Yet the oracle actually hints at the death of Hannibal and the 
liberation of Rome from fear (711-712). 
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Book 4 Silius describes an omen which precedes the battle of the Ticinus 
(101-133). It is interpreted as favourable to the Romans by Liger, while 
Bogus prophesied good fortune for Hannibal. Duff shows one of his rare 
glimpses of humour when he observes drily: 'Bogus- not, to our ears, a 
felicitous name for a prophet.' 57 After the battle of the Trebia, Hannibal, 
incited by Juno, crosses the Apennines and encamps at Lake Trasimene 
where Juno encourages. him with hopes of victory (722-762). Envoys arrive 
from Carthage to ask if he will agree to the sacrifice of his infant son (763-
829). His refusal to do so may seem to be an act of 'humanitas' but from 
a Carthaginian point of view it was the exact opposite. 58 Hannibal was in 
effect guilty of hubris by going against the 'mores' of his own people and 
his own religion. We have already seen, in any case, that his motive was 
utilitarian to enable his son to continue the feud against Rome. 

Book 5 Two of Hannibal's most striking attributes, his cunning and 
his rage, are well brought out by means of vivid similes. When he lays 
a trap for the rash Flaminius, Silius likens Hannibal to a fisherman who 
cunningly w~aves a wide-mouthed trap which tapers from the centre to a 
point, ensuring that the fish can never escape (47-52). After the death of 
Sychaeus, Hannibal's grief changes to fury. His seething anger is compared 
to water overflowing in a burnt cauldron (603-606). 

Book 6 Yet again we see Hannibal thwarted by Jupiter, who refuses to 
allow him to approach the Tarpeian hill (601-605). But the fact that he 
was not defeated by Fabius is the best proof of his genius for war. Silius 
pays Hannibal a glowing tribute: 

tantus tunc, Poene, fuisti! (640). 
Hannibal had to learn the harsh lesson that the walls of Rome were 
sacrosanct.59 Silius tells us that rebuffed by Jupiter's warning arid de
spairing of battering the walls of Rome, he made for Umbria (642-643). 
The Book ends with an episode which does not reflect well on Hannibal. 
When he is shown scenes from the First Punic War on the temple walls at 
Liternum, in a fit of rage he orders them all to be burnt! (653-716). 

Book 7 The nature of Hannibal is again illustrated by means of similes. 
He is as devious as the river Meander, which turns back in its crooked 
course arid wanders till it rejoins its own stream (139-140). He tries every 
trick at once, just like a sunbeam reflected in water (143-145). When he 
tempts Minucius to a pitched battle, he is like a fisherman baiting his prey 
(500-503). 

Silius describes in detail how Hannibal laid waste to Campania and 
burnt the vines growing in the Falernian region around Mount Massicus. 60 

Only the significance of this famous episode need concern us here. 'In 
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the wider context of the Punica, Hannibal's devastation of Campania, the 
· land blessed by Bacchus, presages his eventual defeat.' 61 In Book 11 Silius 

makes it clear that the gifts of Bacchus helped to undermine Hannibal dur
ing his stay at Capua. Hannibal was eventually overcome by the superior 
virtue of Scipio, 'a Bacchus reborn to bring salvation to Rome' .62 

Book 8 Hannibal is in a crisis of confidence, brought on by the delaying 
tactics of Fabius as well as domestic problems at Carthage .. Silius mentions 
the jealously of his fellow-citizens and the opposition of Hanno, who would 
not allow the senate to send supplies or reinfor.cements (21-24) . Juno 
sends Anna, the sister of Dido, to comfort him. She is now a nymph of the 
river Numicius (25-38). She reveals a glimpse of the triumph of Cannae 
(211-224) which is Hannibal's greatest success, but in reality initiates the 
peripeteia to his decline. 

Book 9 Paulus comments to Varro on the military prowess of Hannibal; 
which has a devastating effect on Roman recruits: 

" . .. novus Hannibalis, sat, nomina ferre 
si discit miles nee frigidus aspicit hostem. 
nonne vides, cum vicinis auditur in arvis, 
quam subitus linquat pallentia corpora sanguis? 
quamque :fl.uant arma ante tubas?" 

(48-52) 
During the battle of Cannae a speech of Jupiter to Juno again makes it 

clear that Hannibal is the dupe of Destiny 
"venit hora diesque, 

qua nullas umquam transisse optaverit Alpes" 
(549-550) 

Book 10 Hannibal is thwarted by the gods when Juno sends the god 
of Sleep to stop him from marching on 'Rome (326-370). The reproach of 
Mago is significant: 

"quonam tam prospera Martis 
munera destituis fato patriamque moraris?" 

(383-384) 
Hannibal pays tribute to the dead Paulus and honours him at his funeral 

(513-523; 558-577). But this does not impress Kissel in any way. He refuses 
to accept this gesture as evidence of chivalry on the part of Hannibal. He 
sees it rather an as exaltation of Paulus and rather superfluously points 
out that, in any case, Hannibal could afford to be generous to the dead!63 

Lucan is much fairer to Hannibal and contrasts the humanity of Hannibal 
with the savagery of Caesar (7.799-801). Hannibal also honours the dead 
Gracchus (12.473-478) and the dead Marcellus (15.381-396) in the same 
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way. Silius is somewhat cynical in the case of Gracchus when he coiDIDents 
that Hannibal snatched at the credit of giving him burial (12.478). 

Book 11 The digression on Hannibal's stay at Capua (385-438) is one of 
several passages in the Punica which show evidence of Stoic colouring .64 

Silius gives a graphic account of how Hannibal and his army succumbed to 
the pleasures of wine, women and song during the winter of 216 BC spent 
in Capua. The poet was no doubt aware of the Roman annalistic tradition 
transmitted by Livy (23.18.10-16; 45.2-4) and Cicero (leg. agr.2.95) which 
B.L. Hallward goes so far as to describe as 'a ridiculous annalistic fable'. 65 

It is significant that Livy says nothing about immorality on the part of 
Hannibal himself, while the evidence of Polybius (3.107.1) makes it quite 
clear that all through the winter of 216 BC and spring of the following year, 
the two armies remained in camps opposite each other. 

Book 12 After leaving Capua and making a number of unsuccessful at
tacks on towns in southern Italy, Hannibal finally marched against Rome, 
where his appearance caused panic in the city (479-540). This episode has 
been analysed in detail by von Albrecht,66 who points out that the recon
naissance of Rome by Hannibal is not found in Livy but is borrowed from 
Ennius (Ann. 277 Vahlen) and Virgil (Aen.8.596) . Hannibal malces a speech 
to his men (577-586) but no speech is needed by the Romans (587- 588). 
This is an echo of .the battle of Zama where Hannibal also mal(es a long 
speech (17.295-337). When Scipio tries to reply, the Roman soldiers refuse 
to listen, resenting the delay (338-340) . Silius may have borrowed this de
vice from Homer (fl.3.1 ff.) where the Trojans come on with a clamour and 
cry like birds, while the Achaeans come on in silence, breathing fury. The 
thunderstorm at Rome is a typical Silian touch and illustrates his love of 
what von Albrecht calls the unexpected. 57 Yet again Hannibal is foiled by 
Destiny. He was not afraid of thunder and lightning, as Silius makes clear 
at the outset (1.253 ff). But Hannibal realises that Rome has been saved 
by the weather (12.633 ff). The Romans themselves recognise the hand of 
Jupiter (12.639). Juno finally persuades Hannibal to desist from his third 
attempt to attack Rome (726-728). Silius introduces a vivid poetic touch 
when he makes Hannibal look back at Rome as he departs ('respectans 
abit' 729). Livy uses 'respexisse' for the first time when Hannibal leaves 
Italy altogether (30.20. 7). 

Book 13 Hannibal is prevented from attacking Rome yet again by the 
deserter Dasius, who explains that he will never take the city as long as it 
contains the Palladium (30-81). When Scipio descends to Hades and asks 
the Sibyl to tell him if Hannibal will ever suffer enough for his treachery, 
she foretells his defeat at Zama, his subsequent exile and death by poison 
(868-893). 
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Book 15 There is a sympathetic portrait of Hannibal when the Roman 
consul C. Claudius Nero shows him the head of his brother Hasdrubal. · 

compressit lacrimas Poenus minuitque ferendo 
constanter mala et inferias in tempore dignas 
missurum fratri clauso commurmurat ore. 

(819-821) 

Book 16 The book opens with a vivid pastoral simile, which Silius seems 
to have borrowed from Virgil ( Georg.3.220-236). Hannibal retires to the 
land of the Bruttii and nurses plans for renewing the war:- He is likened to 
a bull which, when driven from his stall and deprived of his mastery over 
the herd, hides in the forest and prepares for conflict in a secret, distant 
glade (4-10). Silius malces it clear that Hannibal might have destroyed 
Rome if he had not been thwarted by the perverse jealousy of his own 
countrymen, who refused to give him the necessary supplies (11-14). The 
poet is generous in his tribute to Hannibal: 

parta tamen formido manu et tot caedibus olim 
quaesitus terror velut inviolabile telis · 
servabant . . . proque omnibus armis 
et castrorum opibus dextrisque recentibus unum 
Hannibalis sat nomen erat. 

(15-19) 

Book 17 In this the final Book, Hannibal is recalled from Italy as he 
alone can deal with the threat to Carthage (149-152). There is much irony 
in his reply to the Carthaginian envoys: 

"o dirum exitium mortalibus!. .. 
. . . simulque 

et patriae muros et te servabimus, Hannon." 
0 

(187-200) 
Hannibal is still unaware that he is the dupe of Destiny and that he will 
not save Carthage. The rhetorical point, that he will save his bitterest 
enemy, is very much in the manner of Lucan. Hannibal cuts a pathetic 
figure as he leaves Italy, the silent tears flowing down his cheeks. He is like 
an exile driven to a dismal shore, who leaves behind his native land and 
the home he loves (215-217). He makes one desperate attempt to return 
to Italy (221-235) but is thwarted by Neptune, who sends a furious storm 
(236-289) which only ends after an appeal to Neptune by Venus. 

The importance of Hannibal in the Puriica is stressed by Jupiter in a 
speech to Juno: 

"perque bis octonos primus fuit Hannibal annos 
humani generis tempus componere gentes. 
ad finem ventum est; claudenda est ianua belli." 

(354-356) 
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Juno's plea for the life of Hannibal (357-369) is accepted by Jupiter on 
condition that he never returns to Italy (379). Jupiter settles the fate of 
Rap.nibal and of Carthage once and for all: 

dum statuit fata Omnipotens urbique ducique. (385) 
Silius takes the opportunity to praise Hannibal yet again: 

quin etiam, favor ut subigit plerosque metusve, 
Scipio si Libycis esset generatus in oris, 
sceptra ad !Agenoreos credunt ventura nepotes: 
Hannibal Ausonia genitus si sede fuisset, 
haud dubitant terras Itala in dicione futuras. 

(401-405) 

The importance of Hannibal is put into perspective by no less a person 
than Scipio himself. Hannibal was, quite simply, unique ( unus 512) . Han
nibal is the victim of another ploy of Juno who deceives him into chasing a 
likeness of Scipio during the battle of Zama (522 ff). When he contemplates 
suicide (an echo of Thrnus, Aen. 10.681), Juno saves his life but earns no 
gratitude from Hannibal (567-580). He is defiant to the very end, as is 
shown by his final speech: 

"nee deinde relinquo 
securam te, Roma, mei; . . . 

. . . mihi satque superque, 
ut me Dardaniae matres atque Itala tellus, 
dum vivam, expectent nee pacem pectore norint." 

(610-615) 

Kissel comments that his speech proves that there has been no develop
ment in the character ofHannibal in the course of the epic. 'In contrast 
to the Roman generals, who had suffered disaster through their own blind
ness, he remains unaffected by the external course of events - a grotesque 
perversion of a Stoic trait in Hannibal's entirely unstoic attitude. ' 68 

The departure of Hannibal significantly coincides with the end of the war 
('hie finis bello' 618). The Punica ends with a description of the triumphal 
procession of Scipio. But even in defeat, Hannibal steals the show and 
remains the centre of attraction: 

sed non ulla magis mentesque oculosque tenebat, 
quam visa Hannibalis campis fugientis imago. 

(643-644) 

To sum up: this portrait of Hannibal in Silius owes something to Cicero. 69 

Hannibal was well known in the rhetorical schools of Rome. Horace twice 
refers t0 him as 'dirus' ( Carm.3.6.36, 4.4.42). Juvenal uses the same epithet 
(7.161). He also found Hannibal a useful illustration of the fickleness of 
Fortune (10.167). 
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We have seen that Silius shows his independence from Livy (21.4.3-10). 
He gives two spatially separated character-sketches (1.56-60 and 1.239-
270) . Unlike Livy, Silius makes it clear that the tragedy of Hannibal is 
that he is doomed to fail. Silius lays stress on emotional and psychological 
factors in Hannibal's make-up such as his 'improba virtus' (1.58) which is 
an obvious imitation of Homer's rc£1:p"f) &:vcxLo~c; (fl.13.139), which in turn 
doubtlessly influenced Virgil in his comparison of Thrnus to a 'mons im
probus' (Aen. 12.687). The episode of Hannibal and Imilce (3.62-157) may 
have been derived from the story of Andromache and Astyanax (fl.6.394 
ff).ro . 

The influence of Virgil on Silius' portrayal of Hannibal is well-documen
ted by von Albrecht. 71 Mezentius, like Hannibal, is a 'contemptor divum' 
(Aen.7.648). But it is Thrnus who has influenced Silius most. Both Thrnus 
and Hannibal are men pitted against Fate. Hannibal is accompanied by 
'Metus', 'Terror' and 'Furor' (4. 324 ff), Thrnus by 'Formido', 'Irae' and 
'Insidiae' (Aen.12.335ff). Hannibal is likened to a tigress (4.331 ff), Thrnus 
to a tiger (Aen.9 .730). As we have seen, the enmity of Hanno (2.279 ff) is 
paralleled by the enmity of Drances (Aen.11.343 ff). The reply of Gestar 
to Hanno may have been influenced by the reply of Thrnus to Drances 
(Aen.11.377 ff) . Hannibal is accompanied by the Amazon Asbyte (2.56 
ff) , Thrnus by Camilla (Aen.7.803 ff). But Hannibal is a more dominant 
figure than Thrnus. He occupies sixteen of the seventeen books of the 
Punica while Thrnus only appears in the second half of the Aeneid. Kissel72 

comments that Thrnus is by no means a villain in himself (Juno calls him 
'insons' at Aen. 10.630) and that his 'ira' is kindled by the gods. Unlike 
Hannibal and more especially Lucan's Caesar, he never breaks his word 
and he is not a participant in the violation of the truce by the Rutulians 
(only from 324 does he take part in the battles). Kissel concludes that the 
Hannibal of Silius is not only historically, but also in terms of character, 
the central point between Thrnus and Caesar.73 

Von Albrecht has also shown that Silius has borrowed elements from the 
character of Aeneas himself. The shield of Hannibal (2.395-452) is the 
antithesis of the shield of Aeneas (Aen.8.626-728). It does not depict the 
future and it was made by human hand. Hannibal himself is at times a 
kind of anti-Aeneas. He has to learn from Juno that the walls of Rome 
ani protected by the gods (12.709 ff). Aeneas has to learn from Vei:ms 
that Troy has been overthrown by the gods (Aen. 2.602 ff). Hannibal is 
portrayed throughout the Punica as the dupe of Destiny. Aeneas comes to 
Italy because of his Destiny (Aen.1.2). Hannibal is the instrument of Juno. 
Aeneas has to endure the anger of Juno (Aen. 1.4). Finally, the storm at 
sea at the end of the Punica is without any historical parallels and has no 
doubt been borrowed from Virgil (Aen.l.81-156). Virgil put this episode 
at the beginning of his epic. In Virgil, the storm is stirred up by Juno, in 
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Silius by Neptune himself. Silius doubtlessly recalled the storm of Poseidon 
( Od.5.281 ff). 

Silius' portrayal of Hannibal also shows reminiscences of Lucan.74 Han
nibal resembles Caesar in his boundless energy,75 his 'improba virtus', 76 

his crossing of the Alps, 77 the panic he causes at Rome, 78 his wish to be 
feared. 79 His qualities of valour and endurance are similar to those shown 
by Cato.80 There are also similarities with Pompey, thus the episode of 
Imilce which may have been influenced by Pompey's decision to hide his 
wife Cornelia on Lesbos to escape the horrors of war (5.722 ff). While 
Hannibal kept his eyes fixed on the Italian coast, the Carthaginian soldiers 
bent their gaze upon the sea (17.211 ff). In Lucan (3.1 ff) all the sailors 
looked ahead over the Ionian waves, while Magnus alone never took his 
eyes off the land of Italy. 

Hannibal is the first human figure to pass before the eyes of the reader of 
the Punica. 81 He is also the last. As we have seen, the triumphal procession 
of Scipio was hollow in one respect. Hannibal was missing from the parade 
but his image was the centre of attraction. The ending of the Punica had 
not quite gone according to plan, at least if Silius wished the reader to 
recall the death of Turnus and the final line of the Aeneid (12.952). As 
Mendell says: 'Hannibal had usurped the position of hero and evaded death. 
Desperately Silius attempts to retrieve his position and to put Scipio into 
the place of honor.' 82 
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